
Criterion A
Word count: 487

Problem Statement:
Words: 100
SDK Planner Group can create a database of customers’ portfolios including analysis of when
refundings from each insurance policies is most profitable, summarisation of the total money
value in every portfolio, calculation of the total money customers have to pay for their insurance
portfolio and when –in terms of age– and how much benefits will be paid to customers.
Nonetheless,as each customer has more than one policy, there is no organized database
keeping customers’ information and the data is prone to being lost; further, the information
needed for calculations are input by humans which is highly prone to mistakes.

- Below are the pictures of the policy that will be scanned into PDF in this program.







Description of Scenario:
Word count: 91

- SDK Planner Group has to track customers’ data from the insurance policy holding the
details regarding profits, number of years for profits, and other agreements in the policy.
One policy has multiple pages with no specific layouts, the staff has to go through every
page while extracting data for later processes for refunds. Hence, this process carries
numerous human errors. Another issue is specific customers’ information is stored in
many places of the folder on the computer; this prohibitively wastes the memory, is
unorganized and information is prone to being lost.

Rationale for the Proposed Product:
Word count: 317

- The reason for a computerized program is to organize the database and reduce the
in-calculating refunds for the company’s clients. The program would automatically open
the document in pdf form, then copied, and extract data using significantly less time
compared when being done by hand. Further, the extracted data will be directly
processed hence reducing errors made during the process; the processed data will be
directly stored for a specific customer in a program. Therefore, it is less likely that the
information will be lost. The graphical user interface (GUI) features in Netbeans will
create an integrated development environment where the staff could easily interpret and
interact with the information. Further, as the staff are not familiar with coding, feasible
features influencing interactions will maximize the effectiveness of simultaneous work
between the staff and the program. The language used is Java which could learn
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) and has the following feature:

- Encapsulation - process created via unchangeable methods (via private
attributes) hence each data point from the policy –due date, annual amount of
money being paid, number of years until profits are reached– will be in int. As the
type is known, this will specify the memory required for storing each data point
hence aiding efficiency in organizations of the database.

- Inheritance - Data points will be classified in accordance to its purpose; for
instance, every policy will have an amount of money each customer will earn at
the due date hence a specific type of data called “moneyReceivedAfterDueDate”
maybe created to specify this specific type of data for every policies that a
customer owns.  The specific data type will make data more manageable as
certain data points, like “moneyReceivedAfterDueDate”, will be used for other
calculations, like total benefits from each policy.

- Feature of Java:
- Well-secured system - prevent important financial and private information of

specific customers from leaking.
- Accessible from any computer - multiple staff can use the program.



Summary of feedbacks from interview:
- Replace agent’s name with a password, add ID-number for customers, and delete the

company part.1

- Restrict the log-in information to be required1

- Provide a page for hand filling the information by hand.1

- Let the information presented to be more representable (more colors and bolded texts)
as satiated by customers.1

- Make it able to export to excel.1

Success Criteria:
According to both interviews, these are the success criteria for my product:

- Databases must store the specific given data from the policy including amounts of fees
needed to be paid annually, that value of policy at specific moments, amount of money
received if policy is canceled at the present, and extra health insurance benefits.1

- Databases must store and calculate the following data: amounts of paid fees for each
policy so far, the total benefits, total amounts of money needed to be paid (includes all
portfolios), amounts of money left to be paid in the following years (with customers’
specific age for each year), total port of all policy since the customers has first paid for
insurance.1

- Information is confidential for specific agents, customers and staff; hence, there must be
a “log-in” page asking for agent’s name and Agent’s-password, as well as customer’s
name and ID-number. All the fields must be required, except Agent’s password regarding
that new Agents may not have one yet.1

- Enable users to feasibly input the information needed either from directly extracted from
client want the database to be the same format as the excel, as shown below:

- First Page (summary table )

-
- Second Page (summary table)

1 Client, interview by author, January 17, 2022. Transcript interview #1 summary interview



-
- Third Page (health table)

-
- Fourth Page (Overall table)





- New information about the policy can be added:
- Staff must be able to create new customers’ reports and can add more portfolios

of new policies for existing customers.1

- Information about refunds of the policy must be directly checked with the policy’s
company, hence must be input by staff because there may be changes regarding
early refunds. Therefore, refunds can be manually changed by the staff. Most of
the amounts of refunds will be in int.1

- Additional health insurance benefits may be written in a string that has no
unifying patterns for computers to extract, hence staff may need to update this
information by hand.1 All information should be edited by hands in case there are
changes.

- Be able to export to excel.1

1 Client, interview by author, January 17, 2022. Transcript interview #1 summary interview


